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Executive Summary

Introduction

In this third survey conducted by Kurtosys since 2012, this year we have 

not only expanded our audience but broadened our survey to include a 

wider spectrum of topics across digital marketing. 

In 2015 we decided to survey digital marketers at asset management 

firms to determine how they’re dealing with the changing landscape of 

technology and transformation. One of the key takeaways was how asset 

management marketing is shifting from a role of supporting sales and 

distribution to actively engaging clients and targeting investors.

In 2016 many asset managers have digital roadmaps in place - we wanted 

to ask their marketing folks more detailed questions on the kind of 

technologies they are implementing, their content marketing strategies, 

how they handle fund data and how they distribute it to investors.

Topic covered in the 2016 survey:

 » Marketing Objectives

 » Technology 

 » Website Design

 » Hosting & Security

 » Data

 » Distribution Channels

 » Content

 » Social Media

 » Plans & Investment
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Study Methodology

In late Summer 2016, Kurtosys invited its community of digital marketing executives at investment management firms worldwide to complete an online 

survey via SurveyMonkey. Nearly 400 qualified respondents completed the survey, representing a range of investment management firms of all sizes.

55% of the respondents identified their primary role as “Marketing” with a further 12% with roles in client servicing, sales and distribution.

Marketing

Client Servicing or Relationship Manager 

Sales or Distribution

IT

Data Management

Portfolio Manager or Analyst

Wealth Manager or Financial Advisor 

External Design or Communications Agency 

Technology Vendor

Not involved with firm's digital marketing

Other (C-level, compliance)

Respondents’ primary role at investment management firm
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key Findings

Marketing Objectives

53% have a documented digital strategy and 
71% think content marketing will be most 
successful channel in the next 12 months.

Technology

24% are using WordPress as their CMS and 
57% are NOT actively pushing data into their 

CRM from their website.

Website Design

62% outsourced the building and/or design 
of their current website and 69% think that 

ease of navigation as an important factor.

Hosting & Security

43% are hosting their websites internally 
and 51% fear hacking as their number one 

security concern.

Data

73% have dynamic fund data and 55% 
manage their fund data internally. 26% are 

updating their fund data manually.

Distribution Channels

68% distribute fund literature to investors 
via email with 29% using Outlook. 36% 
manage those entitlements manually.

Content

51% don’t have a company blog, but 41% 
outsource their content creation and 73% 

share content on social media.

Social Media

79% are using LinkedIn and 61% on Twitter, 
but 31% still cite regulatory concerns 

preventing them from using social media.

Plans & Investment

68% are planning to invest more into their 
website with 49% planning to spend the 

same on security issues.
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Do you have a documented digital strategy set for the 
next 12 months?

What is your number one objective for your company 
website?

Which of the following channels do you think will be 
most successful in the next 12 months?

With the continued pressure on digital marketers to improve sales, it’s 

not a surprise to find 53% have documented digital strategies in place. 

40% said their website’s main objective is to generate new business 

- perhaps surprisingly less than 20% said to it was to service existing 

clients. 

Over 71% said content marketing will be one of the most successful 

channels in the next year, with social media on a surprising 43%, higher 

than emails or events.

Yes

No

n/a

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

53%

42%

Marketing Objectives

Generate new
business

Brand awareness

Drive
recruitment

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Service existing
clients (investors)

40%

20%

Content
Marketing

Email campaigns

Microsite
campaigns

Socia Media

PPC advertising

Offline
advertising

Webinars

Events

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Up to 3 options ticked

71%

43%
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Which Content Management System (CMS) is your 
website powered by?

Are you actively using a marketing automation 
platform (e.g. Marketo or Pardot) which is connected to 
your website?

Are you actively pushing data from your website into a 
CRM (e.g. Salesforce)?

Technology

EpiServer

Drupal

Sitecore

WordPress

Telerik
Sitefinity

SharePoint

Liferay

TYPO3

No CMS

Don't know

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Responses included:
Advisor Square
Smarthouse
Joomla
Teamsite
Adobe CQ5
Magento
BackBase
Umbracco
OpenText

24%

27%

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

26%

61%

Yes

No

Don't Know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

57%

38%
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Technology

Do you perform regular website crawls to highlight 
SEO issues such as broken links or duplicate content?

What aspects of support are important for your 
business?

Nearly 24% of respondents cited WordPress as their website’s Content 

Management System. WordPress has an estimated CMS market share of 

59% (according to w3techs.com) - although the financial services sector is 

probably one of the smallest adopters of the open source platform.

27% don’t know their CMS and 20% specified a range of other CMS’s - 

both open source and licensed - which highlights how many options there 

are available to power websites.

Only 26% say they are using a marketing automation platform in 

conjunction with their website. 38% however did say they are actively 

pushing data from their website into a CRM such as Salesforce.

As marketing automation systems become more widespread and 

cheaper options become available, it will be interesting to see if this 

figure increases into 2017. Because CRM systems such as Salesforce 

have deeper roots in marketing and sales operations, with multiple uses 

across an organisation, it’s natural to see more data being pushed in this 

direction.

43% said they perform regular website crawls to highlight issues with 

their web content. Tools such as Moz are ideal for marketers to spot easy-

to-fix issues such as broken links and duplicate content.

When it comes to support, nearly 60% said that the acknowledgement 

and speed of response of support tickets was the most important factor. 

38% said dedicated support teams were also important. 

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

43%

40%

Dedicated teams

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Acknowledgement and speed of
response to support tickets

Resolution times to problems:
at any time of day

Resolution times to problems:
business hours

Receiving monitoring alerts

Up to 3 options ticked

60%

38%
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Did you outsource the building and/or design of your 
current website?

What was the main reason you decided not to 
outsource the building of your website?

When was your current website designed?

Are you happy with your current website?

Website Design

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

62%

32%

In-house talent

Budget

Trust

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

66%

In the last
year

1-3 years ago

3-5 years ago

Over 5 years
ago

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

34%

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

53%
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Website Design

Which of these factors of your website’s design are 
most important?

Who does your website content updates and changes?

62% of respondents said they outsourced the design and/or construction 

of their website. For the 32% who didn’t outsource, in-house talent was 

the main reason cited as the reason why. 

34% said they’d had their current website designed in the last 12 months 

which is a fairly high percentage. With the average lifespan of a website 

around 2-4 years, it looks like the financial industry has caught up a little 

compared to what it was ten years ago. 

53% are happy with their current website - but that still leaves 41% who 

claimed they are unhappy (with 6% abstaining).  

Rather than ask respondents what they are unhappy with, instead we 

asked what factors they consider to be most important with their website 

design.

69% said ease of navigation was most important, closely followed by user 

experience (66%) and mobile friendliness (50%). The combined message 

here would imply that most asset managers want their investors to be 

able to locate information on their websites as quickly as possible. 

66% do their content updates internally - which is not surprising. Most 

marketers at investment management companies will want to retain 

control over their content and include their compliance departments into 

their publishing workflow.

Security

Ease of
navigation

Capability to
update

Mobile
friendliness

Brand unity

Innovation

User experience

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Up to 3 options ticked

69%

66%

50%

Internal

External vendor

Combination

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

66%
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Who hosts your sites?

Where are your sites hosted?

Are your sites using HTTPS?

Do your sites have secure areas requiring a login?

hosting & security

Internal

External

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

43%

46%

Internal

AWS

Rackspace

Don't know

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Responses included:
GoDaddy
Everweb
Fasthost
Azure
Media Temple
BlueHost

30%

46%

Yes

No

Combination

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

53%

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

69%
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hosting & security

What are your top operational or security concerns? Perhaps one of the most surprising stats in this survey was that 43% claim 

their websites are hosted internally. Because the following question of 

“where are your sites hosted?” generated a 30% response for “internal” 

and 46% for “don’t know”, an error margin needs to be applied here.

What was also interesting was the number of responses that specified 

shared hosting platforms such as GoDaddy and Media Temple.

For those interested more in cloud-hosted statistics, the Rackspace 

report THE ANATOMY OF A CLOUD MIGRATION contains some really 

insightful information. We’re surprised that more respondents did not 

specify Rackspace or AWS as their hosting provider, unless of course they 

are unaware of this information!

53% stated that their sites are using HTTPS with a further 15% saying a 

combination. Many websites have moved to using an SSL certificate for a 

variety of reasons - usually to increase user confidence but also for SEO 

reasons - rather than necessarily encrypt client data. 

That said, 69% stated they have areas on their website that require a 

login. This is a fairly surprising figure as many small-medium investment 

websites offer no visible login areas and often use cookies to manage 

fund watch lists etc.

51% cited ‘hacking’ as their top security concern, with 44% choosing page 

speed as another factor. 31% picked out ‘stale data’ - something that can 

be tied to a poor user experience for investors.

Denial of
Service (DoS)

Hacking

Page speed

Stale data

Server down
time

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

51%

44%

Up to 2 options ticked

http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/The%20Anatomy%20of%20a%20Cloud%20Migration%20study.pdf
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Does your website contain fund data?

Is your fund data dynamic (changes daily)?

How is your fund data updated

Who manages your site’s fund data?

data

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

61%

34%

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

73%

23%

Manually

Automated

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

26%

68%

Internal

External
vendors

Combination

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

55%

Fund data is one of the key 

components of an investment 

manager’s website, with 61% 

saying there site contains some. 

68% say they have an automated 

solution for updating this data, 

with 26% doing this manually.

73% have dynamic data and 55% 

say they’re managing that data 

internally.

The days of fund data being 

managed in Excel spreadsheets 

are decreasing but certainly 

not over, at least from what we 

experience at Kurtosys. 

Data being fed into websites 

via APIs is becoming more 

widespread, with less manual 

intervention and room for 

human error. 
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Distribution channels

How do you currently distribute fund 
literature to investors?

If you use email to distribute fund 
literature…

How do you display your fund 
literature on your website?

How do you manage entitlements for 
document distribution?

Email

Post

Website

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

68%

56%

We use Outlook

Third party
software

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

29%

46%

Uploaded
manually

Using third
party software

Using same CMS
as website

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

31%

26%

Using third
party software

Manually

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

37%

Fund literature distribution has 

often been an operational issue 

for many in marketing and client 

servicing positions. 

Although 68% state they are 

distributing docs via email. 29% 

of those are using Outlook (with 

46% using third party software).

31% are uploading these 

documents manually to their 

websites with 26% using their 

website CMS.

Naturally there is a tipping point 

with the volume and frequency 

of documents before a dedicated 

solution is required. 

35% said they are managing the 

entitlements - who receives what 

documents - manually.

Entitlement management is 

one of the biggest operational 

problems we’ve encountered 

when speaking to our clients.
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Do you have a company blog?

Do you currently generate any of these types of 
content?

Do you outsource any of your content creation?

What is your number one objective for your content?

Content

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

49%

51%

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

41%

56%

Blog posts

White papers

Videos

Infographics /
data...

Microsite
campaigns

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Multiple options ticked

57%

55%

52%
Brand awareness

Generate new
business

Drive
recruitment

Industry news
source

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Service/educate
existing customers

32%

31%
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How often do you generate new content?

Do you share your content on social media platforms?

Publishing regular content on a website is a key ingredient for healthy 

SEO reasons. Many investment websites publish news or ‘insights’ rather 

than ‘blog’ articles, but if it’s good quality, original content then Google 

is happy. Another trend we’ve seen in recent years is asset managers 

creating separate content hubs away from their investment websites - 

partly for practical development reasons and maybe some compliance/

regulatory reasons also. 

Our survey results produced an almost even split of 49% stating they had 

a company blog, with 51% saying they didn’t.

The most popular choice for the type of content was video on 57% with 

white papers close behind (55%) and blog posts on 52%.

56% said they do not outsource content creation, which is perhaps 

unsurprising when often the only people who are truly qualified to write 

about particular investments are internal.

33% say they generate content more than once a week with 73% saying 

they share their content across social media.

Content

More than once
a week

Weekly

Every two weeks

Monthly

Less than once
a month

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

33%

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

73%
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Is your company active on any of these social media?

What’s preventing you from using social media 
platforms?

What is the main aim of your social presence?

Do you use social platforms to interact with clients 
directly?

social media

Twitter

Linkedin

Facebook

Google+

YouTube

Instagram

Pinterest

No social
media accounts

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

79%

Multiple options ticked

61%

Brand awareness

Generate new
business

Drive
Recruitment

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Service existing
customers

64%

Regulatory
concerns

Time
management

Unsuitable for
industry

Lack of
knowledge

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

31%

31%

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

62%
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Do you follow a specific social media plan or strategy?

Do you outsource your social media to an agency?

LinkedIn dominates as the most active social media channel on 79% with 

Twitter close behind on 61%. For those who are challenged using social 

media however, 31% cited regulatory issues and another 31% saying time 

management issues.

The number one aim for asset managers using social is to promote 

brand awareness (64%) with a - perhaps surprisingly low - 3% stating 

recruitment reasons. 

Unsurprisingly 62% said they communicate with clients directly on social 

media. 52% follow a social strategy with 79% saying they don’t outsource 

their social media to agencies.

On the Kurtosys Blog you’ll find extensive articles about how fund 

managers use social media with many examples across the social 

channels.

Over the years we’ve found that many of the larger asset managers have 

developed strong presences on social media channels - even Instagram 

and Facebook - by sticking to a strategy of posting only company culture, 

charity related and people related content. Many large investment 

manager have charitable causes, events and stories that they can relate 

perfectly across social media. 

social media

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

52%

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

79%

https://blog.kurtosys.com/category/social-media-2/
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Are you planning to invest more or less into your 
website(s)?

Are you planning to invest more or less on MarTech/
Cloud systems?

Are you planning to invest more or less on security 
issues?

Are you planning to invest more or less on CRM 
systems?

Plans & Investment

More

Less

Same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

68% More

Less

Same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

49%

49%

More

Less

Same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

49%

45% More

Less

Same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

53%

43%
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Are you planning to invest more or less on content 
marketing?

As digital transformation has crept across the financial industry, 

marketers are allocating more funds to digital projects with 68% planning 

to invest more into their websites. As mentioned earlier, the average 

lifespan of a website is shortening as technology moves at a rapid pace. 

45% are planning to spend more on MarTech/Cloud systems - such as 

marketing automation platforms. 

49% are planning to spend the same or more on security issues. With 

more organised threats to websites and client data we expected this 

figure to be a little higher.

53% are planning to invest more in their CRM systems. With platforms 

such as Salesforce becoming the lynch pin of many sales and marketing 

ecosystems, more efficiency and productivity can be achieved with 

software and APIs that integrate with their CRMs and client data.

And finally, 64% are planning to spend more on content marketing, which 

is their number one channel for generating traffic and new business.

Plans & Investment

More

Less

Same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

64%



about Kurtosys

Kurtosys provides an industry class digital experience platform for financial 

services companies.

Since 2002, our team of FinTech experts have been using digital technology to 

transform how your financial data is presented, distributed and consumed by your 

investors. 

By using our proprietary set of APIs shaped specifically for the financial services 

industry and designed to manage customers and market data, the Kurtosys 

platform helps deliver a broad range of fund marketing and investor servicing 

solutions including investment management websites, fund data tools, digital 

factsheets, secure investor portals and document libraries.

Our robust infrastructure and platform technology are underpinned by our global 

ISO-27001 certification in information security management; and our design 

services are dedicated to reimagining the digital user experience for your investors.

We believe that investors expect the best in their digital experiences – will you join 

us on a journey of digital transformation?

USA UK 
134 Fifth Avenue, 25 Wellington Street, 
3rd Floor, 3rd Floor, 
New York NY 10011  London WC2E 7DA 
Tel: +1 (646) 380-3877  Tel: +44 (0)20 7836 3476

http://www.kurtosys.com

